The five areas below are the broad learning objectives of Chapter 3. The information below should be used as a guide to help your note development. These five areas will also be the focus of discussion. Address key concepts for each subtitle.

1. What was the role of the colonies in the British mercantilist system?

- Imperial Expansion and Aristocratic Power
- From Mercantilism to Imperial Domain
- The Glorious Revolution in England and America
  Explain the causes and the results of the Glorious Revolution in England and America.
- Imperial Wars and native Peoples

2. How and why did Europeans bring Africans to the American colonies as slaves?

3. How did African American communities in America respond to and resist their condition?

- The South Atlantic System Africa, Africans, and the Slave Trade
  How did the South Atlantic system work, and what were its major elements? How did it shape the development of the various colonies?
  Describe the dramatic expansion of the British empire in North America in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. What role did the South Atlantic System play?
  What role did Africans play in the expansion of the Atlantic slave trade? What was the role of the Europeans?
- Slavery in the Chesapeake and South Carolina
- An African American community Emerges
- Resistance and Accommodation
- William Byrd and the Rise of the Southern Gentry
- The Northern Maritime Economy

4. What was the structure of colonial government? How did it operate? Why did Englishmen and colonial citizens view the role of assemblies differently?

5. What was the role of the colonies within the British mercantilist system? How did economic considerations affect political decision making in both England and North America?

- The Rise of Colonial Assemblies
- Salutary Neglect
  What was the British policy of salutary neglect? Why did the British follow this policy and what were its consequences?
  How did the ideas and policies of the English Whigs affect British and colonial politics between 1700 and 1760?
- Protecting the Mercantile System
- The American Economic Challenge
  In what ways did politics in the British empire change in the decades following the Glorious Revolution? How do you explain those changes?